Neo-Classical Piano-Synthesizer-Music composed & performed by U. Kutschera, biologist, author and musician

Ulrich Kutschera, PhD, is a university professor in Germany and visiting scientist in Stanford/Palo Alto, CA (USA). He learned to play the piano when he was 9 years old and later studied the theory of music. He has released 4 CDs, produced by Roman Beilharz, containing Kutschera’s "truly elegant, often romantic-styled electronic music", distributed worldwide via DCS-UK, and played on Stanford-Radio. The Booklets contain artwork created by his father, Alfred Kutschera (1928 - 2004).

Distribution and CD-Reviews: Compact Disc Services, UK, and Stanford KSZU-Radio

Quotes from Compact Disc Services, UK (2019):

„Beautiful keyboard refrains, elegant piano work and melodic electronics blend into one of the most beautiful sets of neo-classical music you will hear.”

“Ridiculously addictive, elegant, melodic, neo-classical melodies from Germany for fans of Vangelis.”

Further info: www.uvasonar.de/pool/comp/ukutschera
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